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Body of water owned by DE

Sanctuary in Farmington.

contains the state's last remaining iron furnace.

Hammonasset Natural Area Preserve.

areas of biological, scientific, educational, geological, paleontological, or scenic value worthy of preservation in their

Primary uses are general outdoor recreation. Many of these sites are also boat launch locations. Some include Bolton Lake Water Access as
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EXPLANATION

This map identifies parcels of land owned by the Connecticut DEEP. Data used for this map were acquired from various sources, including land records. The map is updated as new property is acquired. All DEEP owned property is meant to be included on this map; however, some parcels may be excluded due to lack of accurate property information.

DATA SOURCES

DEEP PROPERTY DATA: This map is based on information from the Connecticut DEEP Property 1998 map, as updated by DEEP in 2008. Data from other DEEP Property maps may differ slightly.

DEEP AQUATIC DATA: DEEP maintains the state's aquatic resources in a GIS database.

DEEP WILDLIFE DATA: DEEP maintains the state's wildlife resources in a GIS database.

DEEP LAND ASSESSMENT DATA: DEEP maintains data on environmental assessment for state property.

DEEP PROPERTY DATABASE: DEEP maintains a database of all DEEP owned property.